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Singles Tray in Warm Grey by Zone Denmark, Designstuff. W&S Chamber Vase 
in Light Beige by HAY, Designstuff. Linen Table Napkin in Natural, Cultiver.

INTERIOR

Organic hues with poetic charm.

Confetti Shower
CW 68.2

Tipi
CW 68.5

Calacatta Maximus™

Ligurian Walnut Gossamer White

The raw neutrals of Confetti 
Shower and Tipi create the perfect 
canvas for the statement-making 
Caesarstone Calacatta Maximus.  

Comforting Neutrals
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Colour Tip
Choose natural hues 

for other finishes, from 
cabinetry to flooring, 
for a balanced result, 

where nothing 
competes.
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Gretna
CW 40.4

Winter Mushroom
CW 22.1

Smoked Jade
CW 108.6

Arabetto™

Plantation Ash Verdelho

INTERIOR

Onyx Vessel in White, Addition Studio. Serving Board in Oak by Skagerak, 
Designstuff. Glide Gourmet Knife by Anita Dineen, Top 3 by Design.

Muted silver, putty & moss…

Harmonic Wonder
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Colour Tip
When creating a 

cohesive palette of 
colours and finishes, 

ensure there is overall 
balance by checking 

the undertones of 
each element. 

An inspired colour palette 
that has at its heart the 
whisper quiet neutrals of 
Winter Mushroom and 
Gretna.  Together they 
balance the dynamic veining 
of Caesarstone Arabetto - 
with Smoked Jade adding 
warmth and character.
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Ice Volcano
CW 63.3

Mombassa Grass
CW 53.7

Aterra Bianca™

Ligurian Walnut Greige

INTERIOR

Earthy, dynamic, stone & spice.

The Aromatic Blend
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Colour Tip
Warm, rich, organic 

hues, such as 
Mombassa Grass, 

take on new meaning 
when complemented 
with other decorative 

elements in natural 
materials such as timber, 

terracotta and stone.

Tondo mortar and pestle by Design House Stockholm, Top 3 by Design. Sepia 
Cup & Saucer by Kinto, Simple Beautiful Things.

The raw linen hue of Ice Volcano 
is enriched by the earthy ochre 
of Mombassa Grass, enhancing 
the natural elegance of 
Caesarstone Aterra Bianca. 
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Tranquil, warm, sweet & salty. 

A Nostalgic  
Romance

Colour Tip
When choosing a 

warm feature colour, 
remember that it 
will work best if 

teamed with calming 
neutrals to create a 
sense of space and 

separation.

Lushious White
CW 10.3

Ember Glow
CW 162.5

Adamina™

Rojo Walnut Gossamer White
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INTERIOR
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The sun-kissed hue of Ember Glow 
exudes calm and serenity when 
teamed with the quietly subdued 
Lushious White.  Caesarstone 
Adamina, with its drifts of subtle red/
gold veining, is in perfect harmony.

Rosie Platter Large, Jardan. Himalayan Salt + Grater by Rivsalt, Top 3 by Design.
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Titanium White
CW 1.6

Noir
CW 28.7

Vivid White™

Black Ply Agave

INTERIOR

Wrap Knot in Smoke by SkLO, Jardan. Tank Decanter and Whisky Glass by 
Tom Dixon, Top 3 by Design. 
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Mineral white and jet black - 
chequerboard heaven! 

Poised & 
Polished

Colour Tip
When choosing a 

warm feature colour, 
remember that it will 
work best if teamed 

with calming neutrals 
to create a sense of 

space and separation

The pairing of Titanium White 
with the rich black of Noir 
creates a look that is both classic 
and utterly modern.  Team 
with the pristine, pure white of 
Caesarstone Vivid White.  
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After
CW 79.5

Earth Child
CW 6.4

Midday™

Prime Oak Empire Oak

EXTERIOR

Colour Tip
This colour palette 
is ideally suited to a 
beachside location 
and can be further 

enhanced with 
cabinetry in mid-
tone charcoal or 

oak timber.
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Cool, Calm & Content

Inner Tranquility

A serene combination of 
relaxed, cool blues and greys. 
Earth Child is the perfect match 
for the tinted concrete look of 
Caesarstone Midday.  

Yumiko Unjour Apres Nami Grey Cup, Lovetea. Yumiko Kyusu Black Tea Pot, 
Lovetea. Brass Tea Spoon by Lue Japan, Hub General Store.
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Feather Dawn
CW 5.2

Espresso Martini
CW 62.6

Clearskies™

Notaio Walnut Stone Grey

EXTERIOR
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Colour Tip
This clever palette 

works well with any 
architectural style 
and can transition 
seamlessly to the 
interior kitchen.  

Deep, earthy browns, cosy urban abode.

Grounded in Nature

The rich greyed-brown of Espresso 
Martini, alongside the neutral white 
of Feather Dawn, sets the scene for 
the perfect outdoor entertaining 
area.  Caesarstone Clear Skies 
creates a beautiful balance.

Scape Bowl by Ferm Living, Designstuff. S Soba Choko by Wingnut & Co.
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Magnesium
CW 33.1

Leaves of Green
CW 120.7

Palm Shade™

Coastal Oak Polar White

EXTERIOR
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Textural whispery greys &  
lush botanticals.

Botanic Oasis

Colour Tip
Magnesium and Palm 

Shade are tonally 
equal, allowing the 
rich, deep hues of 
Leaves of Green to 
either stand alone 
or interplay with 

surrounding foliage.
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Vivero Watering Can by AYTM, Becker & Minty. Indoor Planters by Minimum 
Design, Simple Beautiful Things.

The lush hues of Leaves of 
Green, alongside the greyed-off 
white of Magnesium, provide 
the perfect backdrop for a 
tropical outdoor setting. 



With a reputation for innovation and performance throughout its 106 year 
history, Wattyl continues to create the most sophisticated finishes, textures and 
protective coatings for our Australasian residential and commercial buildings.

Wattyl I.D Advanced interior paint delivers unrivalled protection for surfaces - and 
safety for occupants - with an ultra-low VOC formula, mould and fungus resistance. 
It also features advanced cleanability, washability, stain resistance and virtually no 

odour. Independent testing reveals it far exceeds green building requirements.

Wattyl Solagard durable exterior paint has been specifically developed to 
withstand our harsh weather conditions. Its Total Protection Technology ensures it 
resists flaking, peeling and blistering to keep all exteriors looking better for longer.

Wattyl Granosite has been a leading specialist in architectural texture coating 
since 1952. Its sophisticated, complete coating system is designed to meet the 

many challenges of evolving substrates and construction techniques.

sheet of white paper. Look in different 

lights, at different times of the day. You’ll 

start to see the undertone and get a feel 

for which sit harmoniously.

Test the Best
Purchase a test pot or two of the  

colours you feel most confident about  

and paint them onto a piece of white  

card, or on your wall. Watch them, live 

with them, accessorise them, light them 

and make sure you’re truly happy with 

your final choice.
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The right colour combinations can look 
flawless, fresh and finished. 

How to 
get colour right

TIPS FROM OUR EXPERTS

Understand the Undertone
Look closely at the permanent fixtures 

in your space and get up close and 

personal with them. You’ll start to see the 

undertone and get a feel for which colours 

sit together harmoniously.

Study and Compare
Visit a Wattyl Paint Centre for white 

swatches that have a similar undertone 

and take them home to compare. Look 

at them against each other, against your 

Caesarstone® samples and even a plain 

Caesarstone is Australia’s premier brand 

and global leader of quartz surfaces. We 

don’t follow trends in colour and design. 

We set them. Our design team produces 

unique designs that not only set the trend 

but stand the test of time.

polytec is an Australian decorative board 

and laminate brand. Forever the creative 

thinker, polytec invests in pioneering new 

product and range developments to equip 

cabinet makers, architects, designers 

and consumers alike with a palette that’s 

contemporary, forward-looking and 

comprehensive.
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Hempel (Wattyl) Australia Pty Ltd. Level 3, 2 Burbank Place, Norwest NSW 2153. 
ABN 40 000 035 914. Hempel (Wattyl) New Zealand Limited. 

For further information  
refer to the Technical Data Sheets  
available on our website.

 facebook.com/wattylpaint

 instagram.com/wattylpaint

 pinterest.com.au/wattylpaints

AUS 132 101
wattyl.com.au 

NZ 0800 825 7727
wattyl.co.nz

WATTYL 
ASSIST


